Welcome to the pages concerning the International Week of the University of Applied Science Braunschweig / Wolfenbüttel - Ostfalia. Every year there is the offer of a few lectures which are offered from international lectors. The international week 2010 begins monday 05/17.

Lectures

Information Security

Susan Lincke, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, U.S.A.:
What security risks do companies face? How should an organization plan for security? This short course will consider information security for a small doctor’s office. We will use a Small Business Security Workbook in combination with a Health First case study to perform security planning. This medical case study must consider national security legislation. We will consider two examples of security legislation – the US HIPAA (Health) legislation, and the German Federal Data Protection Act. Lectures will refer to the American security legislation, while readings will come from the German legislation.

Lectures will cover the four areas of a privacy/security overview, Information Security, Network Security, Risk and Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery. The network security topic will be an overview. There is no prerequisite course (previous course requirement). The course is applicable for future software designers/developers, testers, security analysts, and information system auditors.

- (Date: 17 – 19 May 2010)
- Starting Monday, 17/May/2010, 10:00, Room 127

Exploring Mixed Interactive Systems

Philippe Truillet, University of Toulouse, France
After a short introduction of Human-Computer Interaction fundamentals, this lecture will explore new kinds of interactive systems so-called mixed interactive systems: Tangible User Interface, Augmented Reality-based systems, pervasive systems, ...
This course proposes practical works aiming to build in an easy way complex systems using sensors, webcam and others "new technologies".

- (Date: 20 – 21 May 2010)
- Starting Thursday, 20/May/2010, 08:00, Room 127

A term in...
U.S.A., Brasilien, Japan, Namibia, ...
Information on semester abroad.

- Monday, 19./May/2010, 12:00, Room 127